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New Bt corn bag tags, being phased in over the next
two years, will remind growers of exact refuge rules at
a glance. (Herculex I bag tag courtesy of Pioneer)

Bt Corn Refuge Crackdown
EPA Pushing Companies to Monitor Closely

By Kurt Lawton
DTN Production Editor

EDEN PRAIRIE, Minn. (DTN) -- While corn
farmers love the extra bushels of
protection delivered by Bt traits against
corn borer and corn rootworms, some
don't love the extra work of planting
required refuge. One-third of surveyed
growers do not abide by proper refuge
rules.

This startling number of growers remains
unchanged over the past three years,
according to the annual anonymous
survey conducted by the Agricultural
Biotechnology Stewardship Technical
Committee (ABSTC). The committee,
composed of Bt corn registrants (Monsanto, DuPont, Syngenta, Bayer CropScience and
Dow AgroSciences), is responsible for grower compliance of refuge rules.

When growers plant a specific Bt hybrid, they are also required by the Environmental
Protection Agency to plant a specific area of a field or adjacent field to a non-Bt hybrid
to reduce the chance of insects developing resistance to the crop. The differences in
refuge requirements are based on biology, behavior and genetics of the pest, the pest's
relationship to the crop, and the relative toxicity of the toxin or toxins within the plant.

While the ABSTC stated in a recent news release from the National Corn Growers
Association (NCGA) that its compliance assurance programs continue to be effective
among a majority of growers, the EPA chose to mandate new requirements for the
2011 crop season.

"There is concern by the EPA regarding refuge compliance, and they want to ensure
that Bt technology is not threatened by lack of refuge," said Nathan Fields, NCGA
director of biotechnology and economic analysis. "As the market becomes saturated
with these Bt biotech events, growers need to understand the importance of refuge --
especially as new Bt combinations further shrink refuge size."

Fields said NCGA worked with the EPA and registrant companies to develop changes
that are hoped to improve compliance. "The biggest change occurs with on-farm
assessment. All seed companies have a target number of farms to visit, like always, but
the randomized grower selection process is now weighted -- based on grower purchase
history and density of Bt hybrid use," he told DTN.

Growers have a higher probability to be audited if they farm in areas of heavy Bt corn
usage, or if they buy all Bt hybrids without buying refuge corn. "Companies now have a
formalized plan to examine grower purchases. And to eliminate any conflict-of-interest
possibilities, all on-farm visits are now being conducted by third-party auditors," Fields
said.

Penalties for non-compliance also change under the new mandates. "In addition to
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monitoring a grower for one additional year after being found out of compliance on
proper refuge, he will also be re-assessed one more time over the following three
years. So they will be watched over a five-year period instead of two," Fields said. "And
if found out of compliance again, they can no longer buy Bt hybrid technology from that
company."

While the grower is ultimately responsible for proper refuge, seed companies and their
dealers and retailers must inform the grower of refuge requirements. "Continued
educational outreach has been beefed up by seed companies and NCGA -- from online
modules and tools to grower meeting and point-of-sale discussions," he said.

If you haven't already developed an IRM plan for your farm, download this

IRM Refuge Calculator tool developed in collaboration with ABSTC companies to include
all Bt hybrids: http://www.irmcalculator.com/…

Watch for a related story tomorrow that will look at the latest Bt corn events as well as
help you cut through the refuge confusion.

Kurt Lawton can be reached at kurt.lawton@telventdtn.com
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